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We numerically study the dynamics of model immune networks with random and scale-free topologies.
We observe that a memory state is reached when the antigen is attached to the most connected
sites of the network, whereas a percolation state may occur when the antigen attaches to the less
connected sites. For increasing values of the connectivity of the antibody directly binded to the antigen,
its population converges exponentially to the asymptotic value of the memory state. On the other hand,
the next-nearest populations evolve slowly as power-laws towards the virgin-like state.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The immune system is a complex network of cells and or-
gans that aims to protect the organism against invading pathogen
agents [1,2]. In an immunological context, the basic cell is the
white blood cells, also known as lymphocyte. There are two main
types of lymphocytes that differ in function and type of antigen
receptor: the B-cells and T-cells. The B-cells express on their sur-
face the antigen receptors, which are variable regions of binding
sites that allow them to bind to complementary antigens. Lympho-
cytes originate, during stem cells differentiation (haematopoiesis),
from a common lymphoid progenitor before differentiating into
their distinct lymphocyte types (lymphopolesis). Speciﬁcally B-cells
mature into B lymphocytes in the bone marrow, while T-cells mi-
grate to and mature in the thymus. T-helper cells assist other white
blood cells in immunologic processes, including maturation of B-
cells into plasma cells and memory B-cells, and activation of cyto-
toxic T-cells and macrophages. The set of T-cells includes Memory
T-cells and Natural killer T-cells (distinct from the natural killer
cells of the innate immune system).
When the appropriate antigen is detected, B-cells proliferate
and after few generations differentiate into plasma cells, that se-
crete antibodies into the blood, and long lived memory cells, that
have a prolonged life span and can thereby respond quickly fol-
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of all different combinations of the B-cell receptors deﬁne the
repertoire of the immune system. By turn, the T-cells are clas-
siﬁed into helper T-cells, cytotoxic T-cells and regulatory T-cells.
The former modulates the activation, growth and differentiation of
B-cells [3], while the cytotoxic T-cells are responsible for killing
the infected cells. Regulatory T-cells are an important component
of the immune system for maintaining immunologic self-tolerance.
Their anomaly can be the cause of severe immune system re-
sponse, including autoimmune and immunopathological diseases.
This assumed completeness of the immune repertoire allows the
recognition of all shapes, which means that the immune system
can recognize components of the body’s own cells (self antigens)
as foreign ones. A healthy immune system is that capable to distin-
guish between the body’s own cells (the self antigens), and foreign
cells (non-self antigens).
An important premise in immunology is that the immune sys-
tem response evolves rapidly in time and its interactions are all
highly regulated. In addition to the cell types above described, the
immune system comprises a great variety of regulatory molecules
(such as Interleukins), cell types and organs, which interact and
communicate in a complex and dynamic network of chemical sig-
naling. Experiments addressing the antibody network of neonatal
mice revealed that the immune system is organized in high and
low reactivity groups of antibodies [4]. An effective way to investi-
gate the whole integrated system is through the use of mathemati-
cal modeling [5]. While some of these models, although promising,
lacked the corroboration of empirical evidences, others have been
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ior [6–8].
In this latter category ﬁts the Jerne’s theory of idiotypic net-
works [9], who was the pioneer in the use of network theory
to describe the immune system. Jerne proposed that cells and
molecules of the immune system not only recognize foreign sub-
stances, but also recognize, respond to and are regulated by each
other. Jerne’s description of the immune network assumes that
during an immune system response the antigen is recognized
and trigger the production of a ﬁrst generation of antibodies,
named AB1 clones. A given B-cell has exactly one speciﬁc receptor
type, which enable them to bind to complementary sites on the
antigens, once the aﬃnity threshold is surpassed [10]. By its turn,
these unique structures (idiotypes) result in the production of anti-
idiotypic antibodies. This second set of antibodies, denoted by AB2,
share structural similarities with the original antigen. This reaction
chain can perpetuate with the generation of anti-anti-idiotypic an-
tibodies AB3 that recognize AB2, and so on, forming a functional
network. The concept of second generation immune network was
later introduced by Varela and Coutinho [11]. According to them,
the immune network consists of a central core, a self-sustaining id-
iotypic network which is responsible for the suppressive response
to antigenic patterns already integrated into its repertoire, together
with the peripheral part of the system, mainly formed by rest-
ing lymphocyte clones. Other works have addressed the role of
network topologies [12–16], including those ones with loop struc-
tures, on the global dynamics of the system [17] and on natural
tolerance [18].
The present work poses on one fundamental question: how the
topology of the idiotypic networks affects the immune system re-
sponse [19]. The network topology depends upon the magnitude
of the interactions among clones, and an usual approach is to con-
sider 0 for the absence of interactions and 1 otherwise (maximum
interaction). A immune network with a Cayley tree topology was
proposed in Refs. [20,21]. In spite of its simplicity, the Cayley tree
topology presents striking features which can be easily interpreted
in an experimental immunology perspective. This kind of topol-
ogy enables the system to display independent localized states
with limited number of activated clones surrounded by virgin or
near-virgin clones. However, real immune networks are quite het-
erogeneous, a feature not captured by models based on a Cayley
tree topology.
In the current work we address the role of heterogeneous dis-
tributions of connectivities on the immune system response. As the
actual distribution of connectivities is unknown, here we rely on
two widely employed network topologies in the study of heteroge-
neous networks: random graphs [22] and scale-free networks [23].
Random graph is a natural choice because it assumes that con-
nections among constituents of the network are random and the
connectivity follows a Poissonian distribution. This may serve as
a basic model for comparison with other heterogeneous topolo-
gies. On the other hand, scale-free networks display a long-tailed
power-law distribution of connectivities, a feature present in sev-
eral natural complex networks. We will be mainly interested in
investigate the outcome of the immune system response and its
dependence on the network topology.
The Letter is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the
model, Section 3 exhibits the simulation results, and ﬁnally in Sec-
tion 4 we present our conclusions.
2. The model
Here we follow the phenomenological model for the B-cell
clonal dynamics presented in [1,24–26], with no differentiation be-
tween B-cells and antibodies. The model assumes that B-cells are
produced in the bone marrow at a constant rate m. These cells pro-liferate in response to stimulation, which in turn depends on the
concentration of other B-cell clones. Of course, an additional stim-
ulus occurs if this B-cell clone recognizes the presence of a given
antigen. As standard, a stimulation ﬁeld h quantiﬁes the strength
of the anti-idiotypic stimulation, which as usual is deﬁned as a lin-
ear combination of the concentration of all other B-cell clones as
hi =
∑
j
J i j x j, (1)
where the constant J i j denotes the interaction strength (aﬃnity)
between clones i and j, and x j corresponds to the concentration
of clonal AB j in the immune system. For simplicity, the J i j ’s values
are typically 1, which means that clones i and j interact, and 0
means the lack of interaction between the pair of clones. In this
simple form, the complete set of values { J i j} deﬁnes the topology
of the idiotypic network.
The time evolution of the concentrations of the clonal popula-
tions are described by a set of coupled differential equations [1]:
dxi
dt
=m + xi
[
pf (hi) − d
]
, (2)
where p is the proliferation parameter, and d refers to the per
capita cell death rate. Although these parameters vary among the
distinct clonal types of the immune system, for the sake of the
model simplicity, both quantities will be assumed to be equal for
every clonal type i, i.e., pi = p and di = d ∀i. The function f (hi),
named activation function, provides the cell fraction that prolif-
erate due the ﬁeld hi . A required condition to enable population
expansion is p > d. The f (hi) is assumed to be a log-bell-shaped
function mainly ground on the argument that receptor cross link-
ing is involved in B-cell activation, thus implying that insuﬃcient
as well as excessive ﬁeld levels lead the cell at the resting state [20,
27,25]. Among several phenomenological f (hi) functional forms,
a commonly used one writes
f (hi) = hi
θ1 + hi
θ2
θ2 + hi , (3)
where θ1 and θ2 are chosen in such a way that θ1  θ2. The max-
imum of this function occurs at h = √θ1θ2 where the function
reaches a value very close to unity. In what follows, we will re-
fer to a stimulatory ﬁeld whenever f (h) > d and to a suppressive
ﬁeld when f (h) < d.
In the immune network with a Cayley tree topology, each clone
is connected to z other clones with J i j ’s values 0 (no interaction)
or 1 (maximum interaction). The foreign antigen reacts with a sin-
gle clone, the AB1 clone, which corresponds to the root of the tree.
The set of the z clones which are in the immediate neighborhood
of AB1, the anti-idiotypic clones AB2, react with AB1. The set AB2
interact with their set of anti-anti-idiotypic clones AB3, and so on.
In this way, the ﬁeld h1 of clone AB1 is given by h1 = zx2 + A. Note
that AB1 has an additional contribution to its ﬁeld h1 which stems
from the antigen presence. The ABi clones are thus subject to the
ﬁeld hi = xi−1 + (z − 1)xi+1 i > 1. An additional equation
dA
dt
= −kA Ax1, (4)
describes the time evolution of the antigen population. The con-
stant kA measures the eﬃciency of the immune system in the
clearance process of the antigen population.
If the initial condition is the situation where no antigen has
been presented to immune system (virgin conﬁguration), all clonal
populations have concentration m/d as the steady regime. When
an antigen is ﬁrst presented to the immune system, it is possible
to achieve an immune state under speciﬁc conditions. Though it is
important that AB1 experiences a stimulatory ﬁeld, i.e., an increase
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is greater than θ1 but f (h1) is below the maximum (AB1 experi-
ences a stimulatory ﬁeld). On the other hand, AB2 must experience
a suppressive ﬁeld. To obtain a localized response an additional re-
quirement is that the ﬁeld h3 remains non-excitatory, such that the
clonal populations AB3 ﬂuctuates around the virgin conﬁguration.
Thus, the localization of the attractor is obtained when the condi-
tion (p−d)zm
d2
< θ1 is met and connectivity z is larger than one [1].
2.1. Network topologies
In the present study we consider two distinct topologies for
the idiotypic networks: random graphs and scale-free networks.
Both topologies display inhomogeneous distribution of connectivi-
ties, as opposed to regular lattices and the Cayley tree.
The random graphs are a natural choice for the network topol-
ogy due to its character of no correlation [22]. In the Erdös–Rényi
model each pair of vertices is connected with probability p, and
it is independent of the presence or absence of any other edge.
In this way, the total number of edges is then pN(N − 1)/2,
and the mean connectivity of the resulting graph is simply z =
p(N − 1)  pN . In the limit of large N , the distribution of connec-
tivities follows a Poisson distribution
P (k) = e
−zzk
k! . (5)
We also consider the scale-free networks introduced by Bara-
bási and Albert [23]. In this model the distribution of connectivities
is given by a power-law as
P (k)∝ k−γ , (6)
where 2 < γ < 3. Several real world networks exhibit the scale-
free character, ranging from World Wide Web to the network of
human sexual contacts [28,29]. As originally proposed, scale-free
networks are dynamical networks where growth and preferential
attachment are the key mechanisms. Starting from a small initial
number of nodes, each newly added node preferentially attaches
to those nodes that present higher connectivities. It has been
suggested that functional networks characterized by a scale-free
topology may be responsible for the regulation and dynamics of
the immune system [30]. Accordingly, the highly connected nodes
(hubs) of the immune network display a crucial role in the regu-
lation, because they are able to suppress any initial perturbation
and provide a more rapid response to the repeated presence of the
same agents. Another recent survey suggests that topology plays
a key role in inﬂuencing the resulting functionality of immune net-
works [18].
Our model assumes the simpliﬁcation of a static idiotypic net-
work, where every B-cell type i remains indeﬁnitely. Real immune
networks are dynamical entities, where cell types are constantly
removed due to a low stimulatory ﬁeld or when overstimulated,
and new B-cell types are also constantly being supplied by the
bone marrow. It has been shown that these features play an im-
portant role in the stability of idiotypic networks [31]. It have been
shown that when the inﬂux of B-cells from the bone marrow is not
quite large, the network topology is quite stable and most B-cell
types have a very large rate of persistence. In this regime, which is
expected to cover the realistic features of immune networks, our
assumption of a static idiotypic network remains valid.
Another important feature concerning our notation is that when
random graphs or scale-free networks are assumed, loop struc-
tures may exist, and hence it is needed to clarify the meaning
of the aforementioned topology in this general context. As previ-
ously adopted, the clone type AB1 refers to the root of the graph,
i.e., the single clone to which the foreign antigen binds. The set ofFig. 1. Immune system response for the scale-free network with the antigen at-
tached to the most connected site. The system evolves to the immune attractor.
Clone population x1 is sustained by the stimulatory ﬁeld resulted from interactions
with x2. The population x3 is slightly activated but ultimately evolves to the virgin
state. Parameters: kA = 10−6 (units/ml)−1/day, A = 4500 units/day, d = 0.5 day−1,
p = 1 day−1, m = 10−3 (units/ml)/day, θ1 = 10 units/ml and θ2 = 105 units/ml.
clones AB j correspond to those clones which are j − 1 links apart
from the root. The random graphs and scale-free networks present
a low clustering degree, which assesses the degree to which nodes
tend to cluster together. This means, for instance, that the chance
that a given clone type AB2 interacts with another clone type in
the same hierarchy is small, though, the likelihood of such occur-
rence is not null. In this manner, in order to avoid any misun-
derstanding the set of clones AB j is uniquely determined by their
distance to the root of the graph.
3. Numerical results
The parameter values adopted in the simulations are based on
previous estimations discussed in the literature [1,11]. Typically, it
is observed that a cell at the maximum level of stimulation divides
about every 16 hours [1]. In this manner one assumes prolifer-
ation rate p = 1 day−1. On the other hand, the average lifetime
of the cells is approximately two days, and so d = 0.5 day−1 is
a pretty reasonable estimate for their death rate. The rate at which
new cells are produced in the bone marrow is assumed to be m =
0.001 (units/ml)/day, where one “unit” is the maximum number
of antibodies that a single cell can produce in a day. The remaining
parameters are kA = 10−6 (units/ml)−1day−1 (rate of elimination
of the antigen by the immune system) and the initial antigen con-
centration is A = 4500 units/ml. The curve parameters θ1 and θ2
deﬁne the shape of the activation function, and from now their
values are set to θ1 = 10 units/ml and θ2 = 105 units/ml.
Simulations are performed in networks of 103 sites (clones),
and mean connectivity z = 10. In a random graph, this means that
every pair of nodes has a probability of about 1% of being con-
nected. In a scale-free network, this corresponds to the situation
where each newly added node immediately attaches to ﬁve already
existing nodes.
Fig. 1 displays a typical immune system response when a scale-
free topology is assumed. In this instance, the antigen binds to the
node with the largest connectivity in the network. As one can no-
tice, the system evolves to an immune attractor, with clones AB1
experiencing a stimulatory ﬁeld, while AB2 suffers a suppressive
ﬁeld. Note that the population AB3 is slightly activated, but ulti-
mately reaches the virgin state. This suggests that the system has
evolved to a localized state memory, where only the clonal pop-
ulations AB1 and AB2 are in the active state, whereas the clones
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tached to the least connected site. The immune system eradicates the infection and
the system reaches a percolation state. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
AB3,AB4, . . . remain in the virgin state (i.e., their concentrations
are of order m/d). We have ascertained that the dynamics of
the model always drives the system to the immune state when
the binding of the antigen to the idiotypic network occurs at the
node with the largest connectivity. A similar pattern was usually
obtained when we considered the antigen binding to a node with
smaller connectivity, with the stationary values of the populations
becoming larger.
However, another type of steady regime emerges when the
antigen now binds to one of the least connected nodes, as shown
in Fig. 2. While the system eradicates the non-self agent, it now
evolves to a percolation state. After a transient period, we observe
the growth of the AB3 population due the stimulatory ﬁeld. The
high concentration of x3 suppresses the AB2 clones and this in
turn drives the population of the AB1 clones to the virgin state.
Note that necessarily other clones are also activated (data not
shown), and this is the reason AB3 clones remains activated de-
spite the low contribution of AB2 to its ﬁeld. This characterizes
what we call a percolation state. Of course, this is not a desirable
situation, where a given antigen can trigger a cascade of excita-
tory ﬁelds and sustain the activity of a large number of distinct
clonal populations. This condition is associated with autoimmune
diseases [32,33]. Nevertheless, contrary to the deterministic con-
sequence of the antigen presence when the binding occurs with
a highly connected node, we have veriﬁed that the system evolves
to the localized state 72% of the simulations, while the remaining
ones drive the system to the percolation state. When the bind-
ing occurs with nodes with connectivity k = 6 about 88% of the
simulations leads the system to the immune state, whereas for
nodes with connectivity k = 7 this percentage rises to 96%. For
higher connectivities the system always evolves to the localized
state. It is important to stress that, according to the second gen-
eration immune network model [11], the highly connected clones
are most likely to respond to self antigens, while the poorly con-
nected ones could be those that respond to external antigens. The
possible emergence of a percolating steady state, reported here
when the root clone is among the less connected ones, seems to
indicate a small probability for the development of an autoim-
mune diseases after the immune response to an external anti-
gen.
The same qualitative behavior is veriﬁed for idiotypic networks
with random graph topologies, as we can see in Figs. 3 and 4.
At this point it is possible to draw the conclusion that the im-
mune system response, according to the model, depends on the
connectivity of the AB1 clones, to whom the antigen binds, andFig. 3. Immune system response for a random graph with the antigen attached to
the most connected site. The system evolves to the localized immune attractor. Pa-
rameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4. Immune system response for a random graph with the antigen attached to
the least connected site. Similar to the result obtained for the scale-free network,
the immune system eradicates the infection and the system reaches a percolation
state. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
the topology of the network does not change the general outcome
of the dynamics.
To get an understanding about the overall dynamics of the im-
mune network, in Fig. 5 we show how the asymptotic value for
the concentration x1(k) of the clone population AB1 depends on
the connectivity. Here, we average over different situations where
the antigen is attached to different nodes with the same connec-
tivity and the behavior is mainly governed by the predominant
localized states. Actually, we perform a temporal average on the
long-time regime to get rid of the declining oscillations which
occur before the steady state is reached. In the ﬁgure one plots
x1−x∗1, where x∗1 is the ﬁtting parameter of a decaying function ac-
cording to x1(k) = x∗1 + a0e(−a1k). Remembering that according to
our notation, clone AB1 denotes the speciﬁc B-cell type that binds
with the external agent, the antigen. In the ﬁgure, results for the
scale-free networks (left panel) and random graphs (right panel)
are presented. In both situations, x1 − x∗1 decays exponentially with
connectivity k as one can infer from the semi-log plot. In the case
of the random graph the analysis is restricted to a smaller range of
connectivities because the variance of the distribution is consider-
ably smaller than in scale-free networks.
A similar survey for the asymptotic concentration of the clonal
populations AB2 is also carried out (see Fig. 6) as a function of
3162 E.S. Claudino et al. / Physics Letters A 376 (2012) 3158–3163Fig. 5. Asymptotic mean value of x1(k)− x∗1 versus connectivity of the site attached to the antigen for a scale-free network (left panel) a random graph (right panel). For both
network topologies, the convergence to the asymptotic value is exponential when the connectivity is increased. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 6. Asymptotic mean value of x2(k) − x∗2 versus connectivity of AB1 for the scale-free network (left panel) and the random graph (right panel). We observe a power-law
convergence x2(k) − x∗2 ∝ k−φ , with φ = 1.75 irrespective to the network topology. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.the connectivity of the root clonal type AB1. Notwithstanding, the
quantity x2 − x∗2 is plotted against the connectivity of the node
where the immune system response is initiated (connectivity of
the AB1 clone). The results are in accordance with the simulations
presented in Figs. 1 to 5. When AB1 is highly connected the system
evolves to the immune state, with x1 reaching large concentrations,
with the consequent suppressing of the AB2 clonal populations. In
this case, x2 is not much large than m/d (concentration of the
virgin state). The same happens in the percolation state, where
the transitory growth of the AB1 population in the beginning of
the process inhibits the growth of the AB2 clones. Once more, we
found that the concentration x2 also depends on the connectivity
of x1. For both random graphs and scale-free networks, the depen-
dence of x2 − x∗2 with k is well approximated by a power-law. Now,
the constant x∗2 corresponds to the ﬁtting parameter of a decay-
ing function given by x2(k) = x∗2 + a0k−φ . The best ﬁttings yielded
exponent φ = 1.75 which is independent of the topology of the
idiotypic network.
Likewise, a power-law behavior is obtained for x3 − x∗3, the
concentration of the AB3 clones, as a function of the connectiv-
ity of the root clonal type AB1 (see Fig. 7). The best ﬁtting of the
asymptotic behavior provided x3 − x∗3 ∝ k−φ , with the same ex-
ponent φ = 1.75 displayed by x2. For intermediate values of k,close to the average network connectivity, the power-law ﬁtting
shows a slightly larger exponent. The crossover to the regime of
small connectivities is better visualized on the scaling behavior
of x3(k) for a random graph. In this case, the power-law expo-
nent changes from φ = 3.6 to φ = 2.2 for low and intermediate
values of connectivity, respectively. Such crossover indicates that
the asymptotic AB3 clonal population is more sensible to ﬁnite-
size corrections because it probes an indirect interaction, depict-
ing stronger deviations from the single power-law scaling in the
regime of low connectivities.
4. Concluding remarks
In this work we have investigated the dynamics of idiotypic
networks. Going beyond the usual homogeneous topologies inves-
tigated in the previous literature, we considered heterogeneous
topologies such as scale-free networks and random graphs. By an-
alyzing the dynamics of the immune network considering different
connectivities of the root antibody, the present results unveiled
some relevant features of the immune response. Firstly, we have
shown that poorly connected nodes in the immune network seems
to be more prone to trigger the production of a chain of auto anti-
bodies that recognize each other than densely connected nodes.
E.S. Claudino et al. / Physics Letters A 376 (2012) 3158–3163 3163Fig. 7. Asymptotic mean value of x3(k) − x∗3 versus connectivity of AB1 for the scale-free network (left panel) and the random graph (right panel). For the scale-free network,
x3(k) displays the same power-law convergence exhibited by x2(k). In the random graph, it shows a crossover from the regime of low to intermediate connectivities.
Parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.This percolation state can be associated with autoimmune dis-
eases, thus suggesting that autoimmune therapies should target
processes on which the clonal types of low connectivity are in-
volved. An important empirical ascertainment is that during the
lifetime of an individual the connectivity of the network dimin-
ishes [34]. In this context, the dependence of the outcome of the
immune system dynamics with connectivity seems to corroborate
the observation that autoimmune diseases develop much more of-
ten in adult individuals.
Further, when analyzing the overall dynamics of the idiotypic
network, it was to possible to identify the emergence of power-law
scalings associated with steady regime of the B-cells clonal dynam-
ics. We have shown that the variations in the concentrations of
the AB2 and AB3 clonal populations, when the idiotypic network is
disturbed with the antigen presence, exhibits a power-law-like de-
pendence on the connectivity of the AB1 clones. On the other hand,
the concentration of the population which is directly bounded to
the antigen, the AB1 clones, converges exponentially to its asymp-
totic value. It is important to stress that the present results were
obtained considering the ideal case on which all clonal types have
the same proliferation and death rates. It would be valuable to
have further studies aiming to evaluate the possible inﬂuence of
dynamical parameters heterogeneity on the main picture here re-
ported.
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